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There are two portfolio requirements that are completed in this capstone 
class, the ICC reflection and the CLA reflection.  In this assignment you 
will complete the ICC reflection.  

The instructions for the ICC reflection in taskstream (the portfolio) read as 
follows:

In this space, you need to upload your capstone reflection assignment from your 
ICC capstone course to show that you've addressed the question below. Your 
reflection should address all elements of the ICC: themes/perspectives sequence; 
writing, diversity, and quantitative literacy courses; and complementary liberal 
arts courses.

This capstone reflection addresses the question: What has my learning in the 
Integrative Core Curriculum contributed to my education and how is that 
learning related to what I've learned in my major and through other learning 
experiences? 

To complete this requirement, you should combine reflections 2 and 3.  

1. In reflection 2 you considered the five SLOs for the computer science major.

2. In reflection 3, you examined the courses that you've taken at IC (using your
transcript) and traced your growth over the last three years.  You'll integrate
these thoughts into your reflection on how you've mastered the CS SLOs.

3. In this reflection, you'll start with reflection 2, add thoughts about how your
ICC courses helped with each of the SLOs.  You can use some of the text
from reflection 3 in this task.  This task should only add another page or so
to reflection 2.



4. For example, as you consider how you met SLO 1 (function as a member of a 
team), you might include communication skills that you learned in your CMST class and 
your writing class, sociological understandings from a SO course (in creating personas 
or use-cases), and problem solving that you mastered in a CA course.  If you explicitly 
mentioned ICC courses in reflection 2 you don't have to add anything new, but if didn't 
considered ICC courses in reflection 2, you'll need to add thoughts.




